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Environmentally Preferable Products ....

That work!

Citro
2

X
Oxygenated Restrooom Cleaner

and Deodorizer

Restores grouted floors
and walls
With a single application Citro2X
can undo years of neglect. It is
fast acting blend of natural citric
acid, hydrogen peroxide and
premium surfactants go to work
in minutes to dissolve mineral
deposits, foam away soap scum
and lift embedded grime from
grout lines. Even stubborn
mildew stains are no match for
Citro

2
X. Just apply with mop

and bucket, low pressure
sprayer or foamer and watch
Citro

2
X foaming action loosen

unsightly film to be easily rinsed
away, restoring tile and grout to
a bright, like new appearance.

Great for Routine
Maintenance
Whether it is a new facility or one we have just made
look new with a thorough cleaning, maintaining that
fresh look and pleasant smell is a breeze with Citro

2
X.

In fact, in many cases it is the only restroom cleaner
you'll need. Diluted with four parts water, Citro

2
X is a

safe, non-fuming bowl cleaner capable of handling light
rust and mineral deposits. At 1 or  2 ounces per gallon
of water, it makes a versatile spray and wipe cleaner
for sinks, vanity tops, shower walls and modesty
panels. And nothing keeps quarry and ceramic tile
floors looking better than regular mopping with Citro

2
X.

As an added bonus, Citro
2
X fresh aroma and the

natural oxidizing power of peroxide work to eliminate
malodors and leave a pleasant, lingering fragrance.

User Friendly ....
Ecologically Preferable
As part of our Harmony line of
products, Citro

2
X is formulated

to meet the exacting perfor-
mance standards of cleaning
professionals without compro-
mise to the health and safety of
the user or unnecessary
negative environmental impact.
Citro

2
X contains no carcino-

gens or teratogens. Diluted
solutions carry a pH similar to
apple juice or cola. It is
phosphate and chelate free,
contains no V.O.C.s, glycol
ethers, petroleum solvents or
phenols. All surfactants used
in Citro

2
X are classified as

biodegradable.

Manufactured by:
Wayne Concept Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Fort Wayne, IN  46825       260-482-8615

Serving the maintenance community
since 1933
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Benefits

Super concentrated ....  High level of active ingredients provides extra power for difficult
jobs. Requires less concentrate per gallon for routine tasks. Low use cost.
Peroxide Activated .... Contains 5¼% active peroxide ... 25% more than most competitive
products. Removes mildew stains and discoloration from grout lines without corrosive fumes
associated with chlorine. Oxidizing action neutralizes urine odors around toilets and urinals.
Versatile .... One product cleans and deodorizes toilets, urinals, sinks, fixtures, shower areas
and grouted floors. Reduces product inventory. Simplifies training.
Eco Friendly .... Formulated with naturally derived citric acid and biodegradable
surfactants. Contains no phosphates, chelates, nonylphenols or petroleum distillates.
User Friendly ....  Replaces dangerous fuming acids. Moderate pH at use solutions. Safer
to store, handle and apply.

Directions: General
Wayne Citro2X is supplied as a super concentrate and must be diluted before use. For best
results a mechanical proportioner is suggested. Do not use on marble, natural stone or other
nonacid resistant surfaces. Use only plastic (not metal) applicators. Never mix Citro2X with
other cleaners.

Directions: Applications
Toilet Bowls and Urinals: Use 48 oz. Citro2X per gallon of water. Apply 1-2 ounces to swab
mop and clean inside of fixture starting under the flush ring. Flush before returning to service.
To clean seat, brightwork and exterior, spray evenly over surface and wipe dry with paper towel
or disposable wiper.
Restoration Cleaning of Ceramic or Quarry Tile Floors and Walls: Use 48 ounces Citro2X
per gallon of water. Apply with a plastic pump- up sprayer adjusted to a coarse spray or foam
applicator. Wet surface evenly and keep wet 5-10 minutes depending on conditions. Scrub
discolored grout lines with a stiff bristle brush. Remove dirty solution with wet vac or clean
mop and rinse thoroughly.
Routine Restroom Cleaning of Ceramic, Fiberglass, Stainless, Chrome, Laminate,
Porcelain and Quarry Tile: Dilute 1-2 ounces per gallon of water. Apply with hand sprayer or
pump-up sprayer adjusted for a coarse spray or mop and bucket. Apply liberally over surface
to be cleaned. Allow to remain wet for 1-2 minutes. Remove dirty solution with wiper or clean
wet mop.
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